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Overview

*JVS: Vascular Science* publishes the best of "bench-to-bedside" translational research, underlying modern medical, endovascular and surgical investigation and management of vascular diseases. *JVS: Vascular Science* is dedicated to the science and art of vascular medicine, radiology, surgery and endovascular interventions and aims to improve the science underlying the evaluation and care of patients with aortic, arterial, venous and lymphatic disorders by publishing relevant papers that report important scientific advances, test new hypotheses, propose and define new treatments and address current controversies. To achieve the goal of bringing bench research to bedside, the *Journal* publishes original laboratory and experimental clinical studies, as well as review papers that relate to these aims. As an official publication of the Society for Vascular Surgery, the *Journal* also publishes selected papers presented at the Vascular Annual Meeting and the meetings of affiliated vascular societies, as well as original articles from members and non-members.
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**Affiliation**

An official publication of the Society for Vascular Surgery

**Audience**

Vascular surgeons, cardiovascular surgeons, and general surgeons.
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5. Liability and claims
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6. Force majeure
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7. Intellectual property
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These terms and conditions apply to all offers, proposals and agreements made between Elsevier and any third party product or service such as may be subject to additional terms.

11. Applicability

These terms and conditions apply to all offers, proposals and agreements made between Elsevier and any third party ("the Client") relating to the products and/or Services ("the Products and/or Services") and, along with the relevant Elsevier order acknowledgment, shall form the entire agreement between the parties (the "TC"). They supersede any previous supply terms and conditions and shall not be subject to any oral agreement unless expressly agreed in writing and signed by an authorized signature of Elsevier. Nothing in the TC will exclude or limit Elsevier’s Liability for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.
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